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Abstract
Founded in 1945, AmorePacific as a leading Korean cosmetic company has
pioneered in the regional market through continuous growth and innovation.
From a business historical perspective, the purpose of this study is to explore
how AmorePacific has entered overseas markets using branding strategies in
order to compete with other leading global cosmetics brands in the competitive
cosmetics industry. Throughout its business history, AmorePacific has constantly
focused on brand singularity and invested R&D for new product development
and differentiation to establish strong presence in the marketplace. The case
of AmorePacific has demonstrated how strategic brand portfolios played an
important role in market entries and subsequent expansions. AmorePacific
has managed brand portfolios depending on product categories and geodemographic segments with in-depth analyses of local markets and consumers.
Further, AmorePacific has differentiated its brands to fit with the sophisticated
and fragmented local markets. Industry leaders and followers in Korea may
acquire with the knowledge of the importance of branding when entering
overseas markets from the case of AmorePacific. Therefore, this paper provides
managerial implications to the companies which seek to extend their businesses
in foreign countries and ultimately to build into competitive global brands
using brand portfolios.
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Ⅰ. Introduction
To date, the global cosmetics market has grown stable and displayed its
ability to keep prosperous. In the cosmetics industry where the country-oforigin effect is more salient than in other industries has been dominated
by a small number of multinational corporations (Choi, 2006). Those
multinational corporations, which originated from the North American and
European countries, have built on their market positions in the Asian
markets with the advantage of organic growth. Consequently, although the
global cosmetics markets seem to grow continuously, it would be less
favorable for newly established brands or local brands to enter into the
overseas markets because the multinational corporations have already
established as leaders in the global cosmetics market. In this regard, late
movers in the competitive global markets have displayed different market
entry modes with brand portfolios in favor of its strategic appeals to
meaningful segments of consumers by adapting to customer’s needs and
tastes.
With the rise of the middle class consumers, continuous influx of new
products and services as well as socio-cultural changes in the market,
Asian markets have been proven to be noticeably dynamic. Due to these
changes in Asian market characteristics, managerial rethink is required to
manage the complex consumers’ needs in the Asian markets. As Shankar,
Carpenter, and Krishnamurthi (1998) addressed, some business cases have
demonstrated remarkable successes using innovative late entries with brand
strategies. Although brand researchers have well-documented that a brand
as an intangible asset may contribute to the firm’s performance (e.g.,
Aacker, 2014; Ailawadi, Lehmann, & Neslin, 2003; Morgan & Rego, 2009),
limited studies have focused on brand portfolios when examining strategic
decisions on the market entry and expansion strategies.
In the research stream on brand portfolios, firms manage multiple brands
that are complimentary to one another by positioning each brand in the
targeted markets (e.g., Bayus & Putsis, 1999; Morgan & Rego, 2009).
Accordingly, firms decide to include or exclude brands depending on
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product categories and geo-demographic segments. In the marketplace,
firms are required to respond to the needs for systematic growth of brands
with the brand portfolios, which increase the firm’s competitive advantages
by leveraging the strategic brands using an array of brand differentiators
such as branded feature, branded ingredient, branded technology, branded
service, and branded programs (e.g., Aacker, 2014). However, managing
complex and dynamic brand portfolios in global markets may pose a
serious challenge for firms (Nguyen, Zhang, & Calantone, 2018) due to the
proliferation of products, brands, and sub-brands (Aacker, 2004). Further,
building a brand in the overseas markets requires for firms to put
significant time and effort. Therefore, a historical review of business cases
may provide insights for managing multiple brands. Thus, this study aims
to investigate how AmorePacific Corporation (henceforth AmorePacific) has
entered overseas markets using brand portfolios from the business historical
perspective.
AmorePacific has established the cosmetics business for the first time in
Korea in 1945, AmorePacific has competed with well-known global cosmetics
brands in both domestic and overseas markets. AmorePacific as a Korean
cosmetic company with over 30 brands in beauty and health product
categories such as skin care, makeup, fragrance, hair care, oral care, and
body care has been successful with its brand portfolios and the market
penetration strategy in overseas markets. In the cosmetics industry,
AmorePacific as a late mover has rapidly grown in the international market
by continuously seeking business opportunities in the hyper-competitive
overseas markets. With continuous efforts for global consumers, AmorePacific
achieved the 28th rank as the world’s most innovative company for year
2015 and the 16th rank for year 2017 according to an announcement made
by Forbes. Such an unprecedented success of AmorePacific is truly noteworthy
simply because it is extremely rare for Korean brands to make such a high
mark in the global market, especially in the ultra-competitive cosmetics
industry and for which is dominated by well-established, mostly western
global brands (Kim, Han, Jun, Kim, & Kim, 2013).
Since it is critical for cosmetics brands to adopt the right strategy to
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enter overseas markets, the market entry case of AmorePacific in the
overseas markets may provide insightful implications to the late mover
companies in global markets. Due to such an exploratory nature of the
research objectives, this study chose an approach by means of a case study
about AmorePacific focusing on historical aspects in the cosmetic markets
throughout its business history. Although empirical works on the brand
portfolio phenomenon may provide useful applications and insights,
limited studies have been conducted using the case study method. Thus,
this study aimed to explore how AmorePacific has implemented brand
portfolios to enter overseas markets and to maximize its competitiveness in
the global markets by analyzing the evolution of the AmorePacific’s brands
and their global presence from its business history.

Ⅱ. Market Expansion History of AmorePacific Corporation
1. Overseas Market Entry History
Recorded as the first case of the overseas cooperation in the Korean
cosmetics industry, AmorePacific introduced an advanced technology adopted
from France in 1959. Since then, it continued to establish overseas
branches or subsidiaries and started to operate its business in the overseas
markets. At the early stage, AmorePacific initiated a localization strategy to
enter overseas markets by building local manufacturing facilities (Luo,
2002). From the early 1990s, in pursuit of a global strategy, AmorePacific
established a French subsidiary in 1990 for leading the overseas direct
production and sales. In 1992, AmorePacific considered the Chinese market
as an alternative market to the saturated domestic market and entered the
market earlier than other global competitors. The company renamed the
company name to Taepyeongyang Corporation in 1993 and has continued
to grow by establishing a manufacturing plant in Shenyang in 1994. After
completing the construction of the Shenyang factory for the Chinese
consumers, the company launched other brands, LANEIGE in 1994, Etude
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House in 1995, etc. After President Kyung-Bae Suh inaugurated in 1997, it
has focused on the competence in the cosmetics business at the group
level to strengthen its corporate identity. The flagship brand, Sulwhasoo, a
herbal cosmetics brand, launched in 1997 and did Innisfree in 2000.
<Table 1> The History and Growth of AmorePacific
Year

Event

1945

Established Taepyeongyang (i.e., the origin of AmorePacific)

1959

Entered into a technical partnership with France’s Coty company, the
first of its kind in Korea

1964

Exported Korean cosmetics in overseas markets

1971

Established the Tokyo Branch

1972

Established the New York Branch

1977

Established the Frankfurt Branch

1982

Established the Hong Kong subsidiary

1987

Established the Los Angeles subsidiary

1990

Established a local corporation in France, the advanced international
market

1992

Established the China subsidiary

1993

Joint ventured with a Thailand company
Changed the company name to Taepyeongyang Corporation

1994

Joint ventured with a Malaysian company

1997

Introduced Lolita Lempicka Perfums in the domestic market

2000

Established the Amore Cosmetics Co., Ltd. in Shanghai

2002

Established the AmorePacific, Inc., in New York
Changed the English corporate name to AmorePacific

2004

Achieved overseas sales of US $120 million
Established the R&I (Research & Innovation) center

2007

Joined the UN Global Compact

2011

Sulwhasoo entered in China

2012

innisfree entered in China

2013

Etude House entered in China
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Year

Event

2014

Established the AmorePacific Beauty Campus in Shanghai

2017

Moved its headquarter to Yongsan, Seoul

2018

Established AmorePacific Philippines

Source：AmorePacific Corporation website

As seen in <Table 1>, AmorePacific kept expanding its business with
multiple brands in the international markets from the 1990s to the 2010s
using subsidiaries or joint ventures. However, AmorePacific could not
achieve a noteworthy success from the overseas market until the late
1990s. With its consistent market analysis and the R&D investment, the
brands of AmorePacific have gained reputations in the Asian markets;
particularly, remarkable success in the Chinese market (see <Figure 1> and
<Figure 2>).
<Figure 1> AmorePacific Group Sales

Source：AmorePacific Corporation website
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<Figure 2> AmorePacific Global Network

Source：AmorePacific Corporation website

2. Chinese Market Entry History
In 1980’s, many Korean companies have strived for seeking potential
market opportunities in overseas markets in response to the high
competitions in the domestic market. After opening up of the Chinese
market, the Chinese market was an attractive market for Korean cosmetic
companies as a production base with the low labor cost as well as a huge
potential consumer market. However, the market entry to the Chinese
market required a holistic strategic approach from the market environment
analysis to the marketing strategies for the local consumers. Regarding to
entry into the Chinese market, major concerns were how to build a high
quality image and how to strategically position the brand in the market
segmentations. To promote its consumer cosmetics products to the Chinese
consumers, AmorePacific has thoroughly investigated the local market
environments by regions in China and implemented different strategies
depending on product categories and geo-demographic segments in China.
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After China opened up its market to foreign companies, global cosmetic
companies have entered the Chinese market. From the late 1980s, major
global companies such as Proctor & Gamble (P&G), L’Oréal, and other
MNCs entered into the Chinese market and achieved most of the market
shares from their domestic competitors using strong capital and marketing
power. P&G, Unilever, L’Oréal, and other global brands have already
occupied the oligopolistic positioning in the cosmetic product category.
The market expansion by global brands enriched the Chinese consumers’
needs and choices. Meanwhile, Asian based brands such as Shiseido and
AmorePacific have risen as competitors to the already established global
brands in the Chinese market.
Shanghai Jahwa has become a major competitor who competes with
major global brands in the Chinese market. Shanghai Jahwa has over 100
years’ history and has targeted at different needs of Chinese consumers
with its major brands including Liushen, Maxam, HERBORIST, VIVE, Soft
sense, GF, COCOOL, Jia An, etc. Among these brands, Shanghai Jahwa
launched Herborist in 1997 as a leading brand in the premium beauty
product market using its unique formula originating from an ancient
Chinese Royal family. Consequently, the competition among the Chinese
and global companies has become increasingly fierce. Furthermore, the
Chinese market has unique sociocultural characteristics that may hinder
MNCs to implement a localization strategy without thorough market
analyses and cosmetic products are highly dependent on the local cultures
and consumer trends. Because of unique sociocultural factors and product
characteristics, a localization strategy has considered by AmorePacific
when entering the Chinese market to satisfy local consumer needs.
AmorePacific implemented localization with brand portfolios in two
different time periods based (in different regions) in China. Localization is
viewed as the degree of similarity to the management strategies of local
firms (Rosenzweig & Nohria, 1994), and the localization strategy is
beneficial for maximizing the marketing effect when taking the local
market conditions into consideration. At the beginning of the Chinese
market, AmorePacific chose three northeastern cities in China (Shenyang,
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Changchun, and Harbin) and implemented its localization strategy for the
local consumers based on their geographical proximity to Korea, affinities
in history and culture, and the cold and dry climatic environment. As
income was increasing, more and more Chinese consumers were purchasing
global, high-end, and premium cosmetics products. In addition, Shenyang,
as one of the fast growing cities in China, had a potential demand and
purchasing power of cosmetics.
In 1993, AmorePacific launched its local production in Shenyang as a
joint venture with Shenyang Boam Industrial Co., Ltd. and introduced its
skincare line products in response to the cold and dry climatic environment
in the northeast region. With such localization efforts, AmorePacific attempted
to position in the premium market for trendy and young female consumers
with upscale brands ‘Miro’, ‘Miura’, and ‘Mamonde’. However, due to the
weak national image of Korea in this period, the country-of-origin effect
of the products had negative effects on Mamonde’s sales. The unsuccessful
launch of Mamonde revealed that the quality of the product might not be
the most important factor for the Chinese consumers and that the
country’s image and the corporate reputation mattered significantly to the
consumers when they made a purchase decision.
After experiencing a failure in expanding its market in China with
insufficient understanding of the Chinese market, AmorePacific reintroduced
its brands to the Chinese market with different strategies in 2000. In the
second stage of the market expansion in China, AmorePacific implemented
different strategies based on years of experience from the first entry and a
better understanding of the Chinese market. Hallyu, also known collectively
as the Korean Wave, has considerable impacts on K-drama shows, K-pop
music, movies, fashion, but also beauty products. Leveraging on the Hallyu
trends, Korean beauty brands started to have the high brand recognition
and popularity in Asian markets such as in China, Hong Kong, Japan, and
Thailand. In particular, the Korean Wave contributed in forming of a
positive image and the preference toward “made-in-Korea” brands among
the Chinese consumers and in gaining the increased attention and trust in
Korean cosmetic products by the Chinese consumers. With this trend,
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AmorePacific could expand with brand portfolios using strategically
implementing the localization strategy in the overseas markets. Moreover,
AmorePacific has employed a unique marketing strategy based on its vision to
be the “Asian Beauty Creator” in customers’ minds not only by commercializing
the beauty of the Korean culture and to capture international consumers’
needs but also by implementing localization of their products reflecting the
different spirit and characteristics of the regions in China when entering
the Chinese market.

Ⅲ. Brand Portfolios and Market Expansion
1. Brand Portfolio Strategy and Market Entry
It is widely acknowledged that a brand as an intangible asset has an
important role in contributing to the firm’s performance (Ailawadi, Lehmann,
& Neslin, 2003; Morgan & Rego, 2009). Most global brand companies in
consumer markets have managed a set of different brands by allowing
them to position each brand in the minds of consumers with greater
advertising and management efficiency (Morgan & Rego, 2009). Related
research noted the importance of managing brand portfolios to gain
competitive advantages in global markets (Chailan, 2010; Dawar, 2004).
Dawar stated (2004, p. 34) ‘brands are not superstars but members of a
team’, indicating that managing brand portfolios is a critical element of
firms for development, growth, and risk management as well the firms’
strategies (Chailan, 2010; Slater & Olson, 2001). The key issues regarding
the management of a multi-brand system may include when a firm needs
to establish the different sources of competitiveness and how the firm can
position multiple brands in the markets for diverse consumers (e.g.,
Chailan, 2010).
In spite of varying applications of brand strategies employed by global
companies and prior literature which indicated several benefits associated
with brand portfolios, little studies have highlighted such intangible brand
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portfolio assets on market positioning and market penetration to foreign
countries.
In the product-dominant architecture of the brand structure, firms have
predominantly introduced their brands into international markets that have
a strong domestic consumer base (Douglas, Craig, & Nijssen, 2001). Several
factors for the brand architecture in the product-dominant architecture are
addressed, such as the nature of the target markets, the cultural embeddedness
of the product, and the competitive market structure. Since international
markets are dynamic and continue to change and evolve, Douglas, Craig,
and Nijssen (2001) noted further that hybrid or mixed architectures were
identified since market drivers continuously influence the context in which
a firm’s brand structure evolves. Since a successful brand portfolio strategy
may enhance a company’s visibility and the market position of new
products underlying market dynamics, the brand portfolio strategy may
play a key role for companies to establish a strong presence in the overseas
markets. In this regard, a successful brand portfolio strategy with a solid
brand architecture is important for the sustainable market expansion and
growth in the overseas markets.
Previous research on brand portfolios suggested that brand companies
should manage multiple brands that are complimentary to one another to
establish stronger positioning of each brand in the targeted market (Bayus
& Putsis, 1999; Morgan & Rego, 2009). Most companies in the cosmetics
industry are operating more than one brand for different market segments.
In each category of products in the cosmetics market may have different
images, qualities, and products depending on the different levels of market
segmentations. When AmorePacific expanded its markets in Asia, it
implemented a brand portfolio strategy using multiple brands under a
group umbrella by completing its brand portfolios ranging from low-priced
to high-priced product lines to have a better suit for a wide range of
consumer demands in the local markets. Since cosmetic products are
widely recognized as essential consumer care products and reflect current
consumer demands, the cosmetics market has been segmented accordingly.
The current market segmentations in the global cosmetics industry
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represent different levels of competencies among global and domestic
brands. Similar to this trend, the consumer segments have been more
diversified based on age, income, professions, and regions. Moreover,
cultural endorsement in branding has gained considerable attentions from
practitioners when building a unique competitive advantage for brands in
saturated markets. In brand portfolios, each brand can be tailored for
different market segments based on the scale and scope of selling products
across those market segments.
With in-depth analyses of the market segments, brand portfolios of
AmorePacific were based on its brand singularity principle. To enter into
the segmented overseas markets, spanning high-end luxury, premium, and
mass-market categories, AmorePacific has taken into account the target
consumers’ concerns when developing ingredients for its brand’s products.
The premium market is competitive in terms of high quality and prestigious
image with global cosmetics brands while the mass market has been
formed with domestic products which have both affordable pricing and
functional image. To differentiate its products and to manage multiple
brands, AmorePacific has offered a wide range of skincare products with
various organic and herbal medical ingredients such as green tea, ginseng,
sacred lotus root, and bamboo extracts. Such product developments have
been aligned with its brand portfolios to build a strong brand concept and
identity for the newly entered market segment.

2. Brand Portfolios by AmorePacific’s Global Brands
AmorePacific has expanded its markets with its five main brands:
Sulwhasoo, LANEIGE, Mamonde, innisfree, and Etude House to compete
with global brands. AmorePacific’s five main brands hold their own
uniqueness by focusing on trends and consumer cultures for their targeted
market segments. Each brand maintains its own brand image and concept
by reinforcing singularity with outstanding products and exceptional
experiences for its own consumer base. With its successful management in
overseas markets, AmorePacific’s global business has a steadily growth
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(AmorePacific, 2018).
AmorePacific has expanded its markets with brand portfolios by entering
high-growth potential regions including the Middle East and Oceania. In
overseas business standpoints, it is important to increase internal efficiency
as well as to build external efficiency to face with new challenges in
market efficiency. Particularly, strong market presence of brands and
efficient management in retailing are critical in response to the mass
market trends with highly fashionable and trendy products as well as the
growing demands of the premium market among middle class consumers in
the emerging markets. By taking local market trends into account,
AmorePacific’s global business has established with its global brands to
encompass high-end luxury, premium, and mass-market product categories.
With its brand portfolios, AmorePacific has successfully positioned each
brand in the minds of consumers in the Asian market with its uniqueness
to build the base for the global market competition (see <Table 2>).
<Table 2> History of Global Market Expansion by Brands
Year

Sulwhasoo

LANEIGE

Mamonde

Etude

Shenyang
China

1993
2002

Hong Kong
China

2003

Singapore
Vietnam

2004

innisfree

Hong Kong

U.S. Canada
New
Zealand

2005

Taiwan

2006

Thailand
Malaysia

China

2007

Thailand

2008

Indonesia
Malaysia
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LANEIGE

Mamonde

innisfree

Etude
Taiwan
Singapore

2009
2010

U.S.

Myanmar
Philippines

2011

China

Japan

2012

Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand

2013

Malaysia
Vietnam
Indonesia

2014
2015

Canada

China

Hong Kong

Indonesia

Hong Kong
India
Singapore

China

U.S.

Taiwan
Malaysia

Canada

Thailand
Vietnam
Thailand
Malaysia

2016
2017

2018

France

Singapore
Philippines
Australia
India

U.S.
Indonesia
Japan
Australia
Philippines

U.A.E.

Source：AmorePacific Corporation website

Mamonde was launched in 1991 as a brand that inspired feminine beauty
from images of flowers to offer a flower-inspired natural skincare and
make-up products. Known for a unique product feature based on its use of
floral extracts, Mamonde has targeted middle class consumers. In 1993,
AmorePacific introduced Mamonde with the name of ‘Miro’, and ‘Miura’ to
position in the Chinese market targeting trendy and young female
consumers. Since the weak national image of Korea at the time and the
country-of-origin effect, the products were affected negatively in its
performance in the Chinese market. Later, Mamonde expanded its consumer
base using home shopping and online channels to minimize its risks from
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managing its business in the overseas markets as well as to gain recognitions
from its targeted markets. After reentering the Chinese market in 2005,
Mamonde has operated many brick and mortar stores across the regions
with greater accessibilities and offered limited edition products for Chinese
consumers. Recently, Mamonde entered the U.S. market through partnership
with the biggest beauty retailer Ulta, a chain of personal care and beauty
stores, to be available in both in-store and online stores.
LANEIGE as one of the AmorePacific’s premium brands has promoted
lively, youthful skin since 1994. LANEIGE as a global premium brand has
devoted to offering a total solution for brilliant beauty and gained reputation
in more than 15 countries worldwide. AmorePacific has focused on multiple
dimensions of innovation in its product development such as LANEIGE with
the advanced “Water Science” technology and a cushion foundation product
for makeup product categories. In 2002, AmorePacific successfully entered
in the premium market with LANEIGE in Shanghai and Hong Kong. By
establishing a manufacturing factory in Shanghai, Shanghai has become a
strategic location for managing brands and products in China for AmorePacific. Furthermore, LANEIGE was the first to be introduced into the
Australian market by partnering with Sephora to merchandise its products
in nationwide stores located in Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane.
The flagship brand, Sulwhasoo, a Korean herbal medicine cosmetics
brand, launched in 1997 to represent holistic beauty from Asian wisdom
with an image of winter blossom springing forth in the snow. With its core
philosophy for a desire to find harmony and balance, the research team of
the Sulwhasoo has devoted more than half a century to research ginseng
which is the core ingredient of Sulwhasoo products to provide quality
products for comprehensive skin solutions. The iconic and best-selling
Sulwhasoo products are designed with a holistic approach by combining
herbal medicinal ingredients with the most advanced bio-technology.
Sulwhasoo as a luxury brand offering high-end cosmetic products first
launched in the Chinese market in 2011 contracting with Beijing’s Parkson
Department Store to position in the premium cosmetics market. In particular,
the premium cosmetics market in China has rapidly grown with the sustained
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economic growth and the continuous improvement of the individual income.
With its popularity to Chinese consumers for superior herbal medicinal
products, it is currently available in more than 27 high-end department
stores in Beijing, Shanghai, and other metropolitan cities in China. Kang et
al. (2014) mentioned that Sulwhasoo as an exemplary case that demonstrates
how a firm can utilize its resources from the convergence of the history,
art, and other cultural assets.
Etude House was introduced in 1985 as Korea’s first specialized makeup
brand by creating an image of girlish and playful products. As AmorePacific
has positioned with stable growth in major overseas markets such as China
and South East Asia, AmorePacific approached a similar way to enter new
markets by assessing regional feasibility. The entry into the Middle East
starts with the launch of Etude House as the leading global brand to target
for young makeup market. In 2016, AmorePacific successfully contracted a
partnership agreement with Alshaya Group, the largest retailer in the
Middle East. When the first Etude House store in the Middle East opened in
the Dubai’s biggest shopping mall (i.e., The Dubai Mall) in 2018, customers
had shown great interest in Etude House, the trendy and playful image and
its unique products. After opening the first store in Dubai, Etude House
tries to open its second Middle Eastern store in The Avenues Mall (i.e., the
largest shopping mall in Kuwait).
In 2000, AmorePacific introduced innisfree as the first naturalism cosmetics
brand for consumers in their 20s at affordable prices. To differentiate from
other global brands such as Aveda and Origins, the concept of innisfree
was created by a deep respect for the nature of Jeju (i.e., beautiful island
in Korea). Along with the popularity of natural and organic products in the
cosmetics industry, innisfree offers a wide range of affordable natural
skincare products targeted young adult consumers. In 2012, innisfree was
introduced in China using the online retail channel and opened its first
flagship store in Shanghai. In 2015, innisfree has continued expansions of
its operations by opening its first store in Vietnam. To strengthen its
presence in the western markets, AmorePacific started to offer innisfree
products with its naturally-derived and responsibly-selected ingredients in
- 20 -
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the United States in 2017. For its strong growth in the Asian and ASEAN
markets, AmorePacific plans to complete the Malaysian production plant
by 2020.

Ⅳ. Discussion
Throughout its business history, AmorePacific has striven to overcome its
critical disadvantages in the past and enhanced its competitiveness in the
global market by developing core competencies on multiple brands with
innovative products that meet the needs of the local consumers. When
positioning its brands in Asian markets, AmorePacific strategically launched
its premium brands Sulwhasoo and LANEIGE in Hong Kong to position
them in luxury and premium markets, while the company chose China and
Indonesian countries for Mamonde, innisfree, and Etude House to target
mass markets.
AmorePacific placed its brands in different retail formats such as
department stores, local retailers, and online stores based on the concept
of the brands and target consumers. Furthermore, leveraging the Korean
Wave trends for its brand communication with local consumers, AmorePacific
effectively casted Korean actresses to utilize the recent “K-beauty” trend
(Kim & Hong, 2017). The Korean celebrities and the rise of the Korean
Wave have assisted that AmorePacific’s brands gain the initial recognition
in the global cosmetics market. AmorePacific has utilized such Korean
Wave as a commodification of Korean historical and cultural assets in the
Asian consumer market. With such efforts, AmorePacific with its multiple
brand portfolios could encompass high-end luxury, premium, and mass
markets in the global cosmetics industry and position each brand in the
minds of Asian consumers using the different positioning strategy based on
the image of each brand.
More importantly, in the current global luxury market, new luxury brands
consumption patterns have appeared with the growing middle class. With
the growth of the middle class in global markets, several studies have
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addressed that luxury brand markets did not diminish although the recent
economic recession impacted the world economy as well as household
consumption (Nunes, Drèze, & Han, 2011; Hill, Rodeheffer, Durante,
Griskevicius, & White, 2012). Mid-priced luxury brands offer less expensive
luxury products with exclusive quality by making consumers enjoy the
perceived prestige as well (Truong, McColl, & Kitchen, 2009). With such
consumer demands in the premium mass markets, cosmetics markets have
segmented based on different consumer demands, and the most premium
cosmetics market have established in the metropolitan areas and the mass
market has led by multi brand shops or online retailers. Subsequently, the
establishment of an individual brand image for its targeted segment has
become more important in order to have strong presence and recognition
in such premium mass markets.
Besides these changes in the market demands, online retailing has
dramatically changed the retail management and distribution channels due
to the development of the online distribution channels. Following such
trends in the retailing environment of the cosmetics market, retailers offer
selective brand products to the specific needs of chosen customer segments
such as Sephora or Ulta, both beauty products retailers. Such retailers may
give cosmetics brands an opportunity to seek new partnerships with
national chains in the overseas markets for the greater accessibility of the
products in the local market. Das and Teng (2000) suggested different
motivations for strategic alliances based on a resource-based view of the
firm. Brand companies may want to access partners’ resources or enhance
their own resources through such alliances. Most importantly, as previous
studies suggest, the order-of-entry effect may be weaker in on-line retailing
(Nikolaeva, 2005). Subsequently, partnership with global or domestic retailers
may render the order-of-entry effect weaker.
In summary, AmorePacific has demonstrated the importance of brand
positioning in different market segments by understanding the local market
trends and consumers’ needs to build a strong brand image and reputation.
Since AmorePacific was a late comer in the global cosmetics market, the
company introduced its brands in the overseas markets by taking the local
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consumers’ demands into account in different time periods to overcome
entry barriers and to respond to the market changes.

Ⅴ. Conclusion
In the history of the cosmetic industry, few local cosmetic companies in
Asia were able to enter the competitive global markets due to the relatively
unfavorable environments in the overseas markets. This study investigates
how AmorePacific has differentiated themselves from competitors with
respect to market conditions in terms of market entry and expansion using
brand portfolios to compete with globally prestigious brands. The historical
review of AmorePacific revealed that it may require for the firm to focus
on localization as well as strategic brand portfolios to build strong market
presence when entering its business in other countries.
For an academic standpoint, this study contributes to the literature with
a useful framework to understand brand portfolios as a late comer strategy.
Related research on market entry and expansion strategies indicated that
most multinational corporations in the cosmetics industry have implemented
a home region-based strategy rather than a global strategy using similarities
among geographic groups (Oh & Rugman, 2007). Dissimilar to the traditional
approach in market entry, AmorePacific has kept strengthening its images
of multiple brands, innovating products and business practices, and enhancing
distribution capacities. Since brand portfolios may destroy economies of
scale with the fragmentation of marketing resources (Hill, Ettenson, &
Tyson, 2005), AmorePacific strived to differentiate its product category
from the existing product category to fit the needs of the sophisticated
consumers and positioned the brands using strategic retail management to
increase availability and accessibility. Although AmorePacific has provided
a sense of inspiration to industry leaders and followers, it has not yet
gained significant recognition for its brand portfolio strategy from academia
or international scholars.
For the practical implication, in the cosmetics industry, later comers
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tend to follow strategies from the practices of the leading companies and
their brands (Tournois, 2014). The cosmetics market has become more
dynamic with new brands of multinational enterprises from emerging
economies which compete with Korean brands. To respond market changes,
AmorePacific has implemented strategic brand portfolios in the overseas
markets with in-depth analyses of local markets and consumer characteristics
in order to overcome its weakness in brand image and reputation. In
extending products or brands into multiple product categories and market
segments, the brand portfolio strategy has become as a strategic brand
application for which companies are becoming affiliated with different
product categories using multiple brands with effective marketing capability.
Additionally, although it is better for firms to have its own outlets in order
to control its sales, it may required to rely on third party retailers such as
Sephora or Mecca to increase brand and product visibility in local markets
when the brand awareness is low for local consumers. Thus, the historical
review of AmorePacific’s case provides insightful implications for the
related business or industries.
There are limitations in our studies that we hope to address for the
future research. Although our findings from the historical review of AmorePacific may not be easily generalized to other business or industry contexts,
its market entry and expansion by examining the brand portfolio management may provide some important managerial implications. The branding
case of AmorePacific has demonstrated the importance of strategic brand
portfolios that market followers may choose when business environment
changes and evolves over a long period of time. Particularly, this study
suggests that the successful brand portfolio strategy may be better to meet
the market demands and produce innovative products to differentiate its
product offerings for the local consumers. By expressing the Asian cultural
identity through its brands and promoting the Asian image of beauty
successfully, AmorePacific has inspired entrepreneurs in the cosmetics and
beauty industry. In sum, this study provides insightful implications on a
strategic rethink of innovations such as branding, product development,
and retail management for the companies that seek to extend their business
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in the overseas markets and ultimately to establish a competitive global
brand.

“본 논문은 다른 학술지 또는 간행물에 게재되었거나 게재 신청되지 않았음을 확인함”
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아모레퍼시픽의 글로벌 브랜드 포트폴리오 전략

엄효진*ㆍ송 유**ㆍ박영렬***
1)

요 약
본 논문은 1945년 창립한 이래로 지난 70년간 아모레퍼시픽 기업이 화장품 산업에서
지속적인 성장과 혁신을 통하여 글로벌 브랜드 기업으로 자리매김하는 과정을 기업의 해
외 시장 진출의 역사적 관점에서 살펴보고자 하였다. 아모레퍼시픽은 주요 글로벌 브랜드
와 경쟁하기 위하여 브랜드 다각화 및 상품 차별화를 통하여 해외 시장 진출을 시도하였
다. 이에 후발 기업(late mover)으로서 성공적인 해외 시장 진출을 위한 브랜드 포트폴
리오 전략을 아모레퍼시픽의 글로벌 브랜드의 성장 과정과 사례를 통하여 규명하고자 하
였다. 아모레퍼시픽은 해외 시장 개척을 위해 브랜드 특이성에 중점을 둔 브랜드 구축 및
신제품 개발과 차별화를 위해 R&D에 투자하여 시장에서 강력한 입지를 구축하였다. 특
히, 브랜드 포트폴리오를 활용한 해외 시장 진입 및 마케팅 활동을 지역과 시기에 따라
전략적으로 선택하여 성공적인 해외 시장 진출에 기여했는지에 대한 측면을 고찰하였다.
또한, 아모레퍼시픽의 사례는 브랜드 포트폴리오를 활용한 해외 시장 진입 및 상품 차별
화의 중요성을 보여주었다는 점에서 경영사연구 측면에서 의의가 있다고 볼 수 있다. 이
를 토대로 본 논문은 향후 한국 기업의 해외 진출 시 브랜드 포트폴리오를 통한 해외 시
장 진출 전략을 수립하기 위한 시사점을 제시할 수 있을 것이다.
<주제어> 아모레퍼시픽, 브랜드 포트폴리오, 해외 시장 진출, 화장품 산업
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